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 At the start of the summer, human rights advocacy group Apologiya Protesta presented a 
report titled “Russia: forced into quarantine”, dedicated to an overview of anti-coronavirus 
measures introduced by the Russian authorities. Among other things, the study revealed the 
emergence of a new trend, leading to the conclusion that restrictions introduced in response to 
coronavirus and new legislative articles on quarantine have become a convenient replacement for, 
or addition to, Article 20.2 of the Code of Administrative Offences (CAO) of the Russian 
Federation (RF), and a reason for the detention and prosecution of civil and political activists who 
pose no threat to anyone except the authorities. In June, it was protests that de facto ended 
quarantine in the country, launching a new protest season both in Moscow and the whole of Russia. 
However,  coronavirus and Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF prescribing administrative penalties for 
quarantine violation continue to be used to suppress protest. 

This report is dedicated to an overview of protest activity and the attempts made by the state to 
neutralise it in the age of coronavirus in Russia. The study is based on the results of monitoring of 
reports in the media, social networks, instant messengers, information from the state automated 
system (GAS) “Justice”, as well as an analysis of Apologiya Protesta’s current cases. 

Development of protest activity 

From the beginning of March to August 2020, according to our calculations , at least 775 pickets, 1

solitary pickets and “picket queues” were held in Russian cities during the coronavirus pandemic. 

Sociological data also confirm that protest activity was observed in March in connection with 
coronavirus-related restrictions. 

A decrease in protests was observed from April, which continued almost until the end of May 2020. 
On the one hand, this could be explained by a certain unspoken consensus between society and the 
state in the face of a global health crisis. On the other hand, the authorities had introduced a 
coercive quarantine regime throughout the country, forcing citizens to stay at home in self-isolation 
under threat of administrative fines. 

An increase in protest activity occurred in late May to early June, de facto coinciding with the 
beginning of the end of quarantine. Over the course of those several days, more than 100 activists 
successively took turns to stand in a solitary picket outside the main police building in Moscow, St 

 Based on reports in the mass media and Telegram channels.1
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Petersburg and other Russian cities, 
thereby launching the protest season in 
the country. Solitary pickets, “picket 
queues”, and detentions at these public 
acts of protest became a fixture of 
every day during the summer. 
According to monitoring project OVD-
Info, in the first six months of 2020 
alone, 269 people were detained at 
solitary pickets in Moscow, which is 
more than in the two previous years 
combined. 

Application of coronavirus-related administrative penalties 

The right to freedom of assembly and freedom of expression are fundamental human rights. The 
right to spontaneous peaceful assembly is guaranteed by the European Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Even in the conditions of officially 
declared high alert regimes, assemblies, rallies and pickets cannot be prohibited. Despite this, by the 
end of March, all public events, including solitary pickets, were banned in 45 constituent territories 
of Russia. These prohibitions are set out in the decrees on the introduction of high alert regimes 
issued by the regional heads of the constituent territories of the Federation. However, they are not 
based on the norms of the current Russian legislation, and contradict the provisions of the Russian 
Constitution and international human rights standards. 

De jure solitary pickets are the only form of public protest in Russia that does not require any 
authorisation or prior notification. However, in the conditions of the pandemic, such an act of 
solitary protest, along with, for example, a trip to the shops or the bank, was initially considered a 
violation of quarantine, and later - since the start of the protest season and the lifting of quarantine 
restrictions - it began to be seen as a threat to the sanitary and epidemiological well-being of the 
population, posing a risk of infection with COVID-19. In addition, even the observance of social 
distancing rules by participants in such pickets and the use of PPE makes no difference, and in most 
cases does not exempt activists from complaints by the police and the drawing-up of administrative 
offence reports under coronavirus articles, or sometimes even under the article on violation of the 
rules of holding a public event, or under both of these articles simultaneously. 

For example, Anastasia Kosareva was detained in Vologda during a solitary picket. She was 
wearing gloves and a mask, holding a placard in support of the admin of the Police Ombudsman 
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Telegram channel who was arrested in May. An administrative offence report was drawn-up against 
the young woman under Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF. At the same time, according to Anastasia, 
the police had no complaints about the picket itself. In Ulyanovsk, human rights activist Igor 
Toporkov was detained for holding a solitary picket without wearing a mask. An administrative 
offence report was drawn-up against him under Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF. Interestingly, at the 
time of the picket, face coverings were no longer compulsory in the region. 

In such cases, the courts support the police. 

The Central District Court of Komsomolsk-on-Amur found Vyacheslav Zhidkin guilty under Article 
20.6.1 of the CAO RF and imposed a fine of one thousand roubles ($13,65) for holding a solitary 
picket protesting against amendments to the Constitution of the Russian Federation. During the 
picket, the activist wore a mask and did not violate social distancing rules. 

It is obvious that a solitary picket cannot constitute a violation of the law on public events, and also 
does not pose an epidemiological threat. On the contrary, such a threat is created by detentions and 
the subsequent holding of activists in police vehicles and stations. Moreover, there are cases of 
activists who have been diagnosed with COVID-19 being taken to the police station for remote 
hearings of cases on repeated violations of the rules of holding a public event (part 8 of Article 20.2 
of the CAO RF). This was the case with Kazan activist Gulnaz Ravilova, who was brought in to the 
police station for a hearing over WhatsApp. The court sentenced her to 5 days of arrest. 

From the beginning of June, formal quarantine restrictions began to be lifted, with many regions 
starting to return to normal life - public places (museums, parks, hairdressers, sports centres, 
kindergartens, cafes and restaurants) began to open, a Victory Parade was held in Moscow, and a 
week-long vote on amendments to the Russian Constitution was held throughout the country. 
However, despite this, the ban on public protests remained. 

Currently, amendments are being introduced to the normative acts of some of the constituent 
territories of the Russian Federation, which may give the impression that restrictions are being 
relaxed, while at the same time continuing to restrict public events, including solitary pickets. For 
example, as of 31 July in Tatarstan, the rules state that it is necessary to notify Rospotrebnadzor 
(Federal Service for Surveillance on Consumer Rights Protection and Human Wellbeing) in writing 
before holding a public event (no later than 7 days in advance). On 3 August a similar requirement 
was introduced in Pskov Oblast, where only “urgent” and “extremely important” mass events are 
allowed. Such wordings are judgement-based and are absent from the current Russian legislation - 
accordingly, the restrictions being introduced are not based on the law and create opportunities for 
their abuse by the authorities. In particular, this issue is raised by journalists of the Pskovskaya 
Guberniya newspaper, Denis Kamalyagin and Vladimir Kapustinsky, in their claim filed against the 
governor of Pskov Oblast in connection with the ban on mass events as a result of coronavirus. The 
journalists were detained by police while holding solitary pickets in support of their colleague 
Svetlana Prokopyeva. Journalists Kamalyagin and Kapustinsky claim that there has been a violation 
of the principle of equality of all before the law, since human rights are being unreasonably 
restricted without the declaration of a state of emergency. 
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These facts increasingly confirm the thesis that the fight against coronavirus continues to be used to 
exert pressure on, and unlawfully detain, civil and political activists who peacefully engage in 
solitary protests. The trend of blanket administrative prosecution under coronavirus articles for 
holding single-person pickets in order to cool down protest activity continues. 

As previously mentioned, Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF (or its analogues in the regional codes of 
administrative offences) is applied to protesters both on its own and in conjunction with Article 20.2 
of the CAO RF (violation of the rules of holding a public event). Practice shows that, in most cases, 
charges are brought only under Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF. 

Moscow stands out from the general trend, as here Article 20.2 of the CAO RF is also applied en 
masse to solitary pickets in addition to quarantine articles. At the same time, this article is also 
applied separately in the context of the ban on public events in connection with coronavirus. 

Almost all of those who were detained at the first high-profile solitary pickets in Moscow from 26 
May to 2 June 2020 received two administrative offence reports - for violating quarantine and the 
law on public assemblies. Some of the detainees were sentenced to 15 days of administrative arrest 
for holding a solitary picket. Among those were journalist and municipal deputy Ilya Azar and 
activist Viktor Nemytov. During the appeal in the Nemytov case, the Moscow City Court 
reclassified the activist’s actions as falling under Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF and fined him 
20,000 roubles ($273), but released him from payment. This decision demonstrated that the practice 
of drawing-up administrative offence reports under Article 20.2 of the CAO RF for solitary pickets 
contradicts the law. However, a few days later, the Moscow City Court made the opposite decision 
in the case of Ilya Azar, indicating that “several pickets took place with an obvious unity of 
purpose”, and concluding that Mr Azar took part in a public event in violation of the established 
procedure - without prior notification of the authorities. The Moscow City Court rendered a similar 
decision in the case of Denis Petrov, upholding the ruling of the Tagansky Court of Moscow which 
found the activist guilty of a repeated violation of the rules of holding a mass event. 

In the administrative offence report under Article 20.2 of the CAO RF drawn-up against lawyer 
Daniil Berman, who was detained during a solitary picket in support of his colleagues from 
Kabardino-Balkaria, the solitary picket was classified as a hidden form of a collective public event. 
On the same day, the lawyers also received administrative offence reports under Article 20.6.1 of 
the CAO RF. 

Such administrative offence reports and decisions under Article 20.2 of the CAO RF are unlawful 
and should be quashed. According to the law, in the aggregate solitary pickets can be recognised as 
a mass action, but, according to the interpretations of the Constitutional and Supreme Courts, for 
them to be classified as such the pickets must be held “simultaneously and territorially gravitate 
towards each other”. 

At a certain point, the Moscow police and courts made an attempt to abandon the unlawful practice 
of administrative prosecution of participants in solitary pickets under Article 20.2 CAO RF. Thus, 
on 3 June municipal deputy Alexander Nakhimson arrived at the police station for an administrative 
offence report under Article 20.2 of the CAO RF to be drawn-up against him in connection with a 
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picket held on 29 May 2020. However, the administrative offence report was amended as falling 
under Article 20.6.1 CAO RF - by analogy with the decision of the Moscow City Court in the case 
of Viktor Nemytov. On 14 August 2020 the Khamovnichesky Court of Moscow fined Mr 
Nakhimson 10,000 roubles ($136,53). Apologiya Protesta lawyer Nikolai Vasiliev noted: “The court 
found that even a solitary picket is a violation during the pandemic”. 

On 4 June the Tverskoy District Court of Moscow returned to the police en masse the 
administrative offence reports drawn-up under Article 20.2 of the CAO RF for those detained 
during an action of solidarity with Ilya Azar, stating that these protests “did not bear the signs of a 
public event”. 

On 3 July the Zamoskvoretsky District Court of Moscow found no signs of a mass event in the 
“picket queue” drawing attention to police violence held on 2 June near the building of the Main 
Directorate of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, and returned to the police the administrative offence 
reports drawn-up under Article 20.2 of the CAO RF against 12 participants. 

“In particular, according to the administrative offence report, D.D. Mishchenko is charged with 
participation in a mass public event in the form of picketing, which had not been agreed with the 
executive authorities of Moscow. However, the official did not submit to the court a single piece of 
evidence indicating that other persons also took part in this public event”, states the court ruling. 
Subsequently, both the Tverskoy and Zamoskvoretsky courts, nevertheless, issued decisions to 
impose fines under Article 20.2 of the CAO RF for the solitary pickets, recognising them as a 
“hidden form of a collective public event”. 

Thus, both the police and the courts continue the practice of administrative prosecution under 
Article 20.2 of the CAO RF for solitary pickets, thereby neutralising the form of protest of “picket 
queues”. 

The Moscow police have even invented a new form of public event - a “picketing assembly”. 

For example, the administrative offence reports drawn-up against the journalists detained on 13 July 
during the action in support of their detained colleague Ivan Safronov, state that an allegedly public 
mass event “in the form of a picketing assembly” took place near the Lefortovo pre-trial detention 
facility, and that the participants (50 people) wore “t-shirts with a matching print”. For sporting 
such a t-shirt bearing the printed slogan “Free Safronov!”, on 14 August 2020 the Lublinsky Court 
of Moscow fined journalist Olga Allenova 10,000 roubles ($136,53) under part 5 of Article 20.2 of 
the CAO RF. 
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Circumstances of commission of an administrative offence: 
 On 13 July 2020 at the address: 5 Lefortovsky val, Moscow, in direct proximity to the special institution of the 
Federal Penitentiary Service (FSIN) of Russia – pre-trial detention centre 2 (SIZO-2) Lefortovo, during the time period 
from 13:00 to 17:00, a public mass event took place in the form of a picketing assembly, which had not been agreed 
with the executive authorities of the city of Moscow, numbering no fewer than 50 participants. 
 Participants in the unauthorised public action used visual forms of agitation – placards, t-shirts with the 
matching print: “Free Ivan Safronov, ShpionoVaniya, #svobodusafronovu”. 
 According to the information of the Main Directorate of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia for the city of 
Moscow, the said action is, with sufficient clarity, characterised by a unity of purpose and joint organisation, with the 
use by participants of associatively recognisable and identical visual means of agitation. 
 By their actions the participants in the mass event attracted the attention of the mass media, bloggers and an 
indefinite circle of persons. 
 It has been established that, well in advance of the event, information was published on various online 
resources, including at the electronic address: facebook.com/556865423/post/1016382917913524/?d=w, calling for 
participation in the said action, which could be viewed by an indefinite circle of persons. 

The St Petersburg courts adopted a different approach, either re-classifying the cases connected 
with acts of protest from Article 20.2 to Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF, or terminating them 
altogether. 

For example, the Vsevolozhsky City Court of St Petersburg dismissed cases under Article 20.2 of 
the CAO RF due to the absence of corpus delicti in the actions of environmental activists who 
posed for photographs while holding placards calling to save Peschanka Park in Vsevolozhsk and 
were detained. However, almost all of the young women received only a warning under Article 
20.6.1 of the CAO RF. 

Also in St Petersburg, the court re-classified the cases of detained protesters, who had come to the 
court building to support the defendants in the “Network” case on the day of the verdict, 22 June 
2020, from Article 20.2 to Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF, but nonetheless fined citizens for 
participating in the peaceful action. It is worth noting that, after these court decisions under the 
coronavirus article were rendered, activists began to be summoned to the Committee on Law, Order 
and Security for the consideration of an administrative offence case provided for by Article 8.6.1 of 
the Law of St Petersburg “On Administrative Offences in St Petersburg”, which also envisages 
responsibility for violation of the rules of conduct during the period of a high alert regime. 
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According to senior partner of Apologiya Protesta, Alexandr Peredruk, “in fact, these are two 
competing norms”: “Considering that, as part of the cases under examination, both articles envisage 
penalties in the form of fairly large fines for the exercise of the right guaranteed by Article 11 of the 
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, prosecution under both 
articles simultaneously would constitute a violation of the principle of non bis in idem (one cannot 
be punished twice for the same offence), which, in turn, would be a violation the right protected by 
Article 4 of Protocol No.7 to the Convention”. Certainly, the drawing-up of administrative offence 
reports and the rendering of court decisions for the same act under two different articles is contrary 
to the principle of non bis in idem. 

Quarantine as a tool for suppressing protest activity. Criminalisation of protests 

The coronavirus articles, Article 20.2 of the CAO RF in the context of the coronavirus pandemic, 
are used by the authorities not only to neutralise solitary pickets and “picket queues”, but also to 
suppress mass protests. 

In some regions, the authorities were able to do this quite successfully and suppress protest. One 
such example is the public gathering in Vladikavkaz on 20 April 2020 against the actions of the 
authorities during the quarantine period. The rally was attended by 1,500 residents of Vladikavkaz. 
The security forces brutally suppressed the protest, more than a hundred people were detained, 65 
of them were subjected to administrative arrest for a period from two to 15 days. The courts 
considered that the participants in the gathering violated public order and sanitary and 
epidemiological requirements. The Investigative Committee opened several criminal cases, in 
which two dozen activists were arrested. 

The cases against activist and opera singer Vadim Cheldiev and two of his supporters attracted the 
most public attention. Five criminal cases have already been initiated against him: for dissemination 
of “fake news” (Article 207.1 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation) about coronavirus, 
use of violence against a police officer (part 1 of Article 318 of the Criminal Code of the Russian 
Federation), public calls for extremist activity (Article 280 of the Criminal Code of the Russian 
Federation), hooliganism (part 3 of Article 33, part 2 of Article 213 of the Criminal Code of the 
Russian Federation), organisation of mass riots (part 1 of Article 212 of the Criminal Code of the 
Russian Federation). In total, almost 50 (!) people are involved as defendants in the case on mass 
riots, including Mr Cheldiev’s supporters, Arsen Besolov and Ramis Chirkinov, who are in custody. 
The head of Agora international human rights group, Pavel Chikov, notes the criminalisation of 
protest in Russia - the authorities are once again actively advancing the policy of criminal 
prosecution for participation in protests. 

It should be noted that in Vladikavkaz, Article 20.2.2 of the CAO RF (organisation of mass 
simultaneous presence of citizens in a public place) was applied en masse in the context of 
coronavirus. From 21 to 30 April 2020, 66 such cases were received by the courts of Vladikavkaz. 
At the same time, according to the Judicial Department, in 2019 a total of 201 cases under this 
article were received by the courts. The decisions of the courts in these cases indicate that 
“participation in an unauthorised rally, mass simultaneous presence of citizens in a public place, 
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entailed a breach of public order and sanitary norms and rules, which violates the requirements of 
Part 1 of Article 20.2.2 of the CAO RF”. 

Thanks to the numerous administrative and criminal cases initiated in connection with the Ossetian 
protests, and the promotion of the view among the masses that the public gathering had negative 
epidemiological consequences and led to a sharp increase in the number of cases of COVID-19, the 
authorities managed to suppress the protests in Vladikavkaz. 

But the situation is not so “successful” everywhere. There are also examples of the contrary. For 
instance, since 11 July 2020 residents of Khabarovsk Krai have been holding daily mass 
processions and rallies in support of arrested ex-governor Sergei Furgal. The rallies, according to 
various estimates, attract up to 80 thousand people. Despite the absence of mass arrests, police 
nonetheless initiate cases against protesters. 

According to news agency Khabarovsk Krai Today, as of 11 August 2020 “employees of the 
internal affairs authorities have drawn-up 132 administrative offence reports”. The Central District 
Court of Khabarovsk alone received 35 cases under Article 20.2 of the CAO RF in a month of 
protests: 17 - under part 5, 14 - under part 6.1, one case under part 2, and two cases under part 1 of 
the article. It is worth noting that  more and more cases are being filed under part 6.1 of Article 20.2 
of the CAO RF, which, among other possible types of sanctions, includes administrative arrest. Of 
the five rulings under part 6.1 available on the court’s website, in four cases a punishment was 
imposed in the form of administrative arrest from 2 to 10 days, in one case - an administrative fine 
of 15,000 roubles ($204,80). 

Actions of solidarity with Khabarovsk are being held weekly in many Russian cities. They are 
usually not coordinated with the authorities, and attempts to obtain authorisation for rallies in 
support of Mr Furgal in various Russian cities run up against the same quarantine restrictions 
introduced in a particular region. Therefore, the actions normally take the form of solitary pickets or 
are held under the guise of “feeding the pigeons”. Almost everywhere, these actions are 
accompanied by detentions (on 1 August, 77 people were detained in 15 cities, on 8 August, 32 
people were detained in 23 cities), with the subsequent drawing-up of administrative offence reports 
under Article 20.2 of the CAO RF in the context of coronavirus-related restrictions, and/or under 
Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF. On 1 August in Barnaul, coordinator of the Left Front, Yuri 
Krasilnikov, received an administrative offence report under Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF for a 
solitary picket in support of the residents of Khabarovsk Krai and Sergei Udaltsov, who had been 
arrested earlier. The police detained him five minutes after the start of the picket. Mr Krasilnikov 
wore a mask during the picket. It is revealing that, on the same day in Barnaul, the high alert regime 
did not prevent the ceremony accompanying the laying of the foundation stone for the construction 
of Paratroopers’ Square from being held, in which numerous officials of Altai Krai took part, 
including the deputy governor, regional heads of the Federal Security Service and the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs. All of them were without PPE, however, they did not receive administrative 
offence reports under Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF. 

Excessive fines 
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The penalty provided by Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF can take the form of a warning or a fine for 
citizens ranging from 1,000 ($13,65) to 30,000 roubles ($409,61). 

In the report “Russia: forced into quarantine” we wrote that “most commonly, under part 1 of 
Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF, a fine is imposed on individuals in the amount of 1,000 roubles 
($13,65)”. But we observed a noticeable increase in the amount when it comes activists fined under 
this article for holding solitary pickets or participating in protests. 

An analysis of 26 available court decisions  showed that only three such cases were terminated due 2

to absence of corpus delicti, and 6 cases resulted in a warning. At the same time, it is unclear on 
what grounds the court decides to terminate a particular case or issue a warning for absolutely 
analogous actions. For example, activists Maria Sapronova and Yaroslav Volkov were detained in 
Nizhny Novgorod for holding solidarity pickets. Mr Volkov’s case was terminated, while Ms 
Sapronova received a warning. A similar situation occurred in the case of journalist of the 
Pskovskaya Guberniya newspaper, Vladimir Kapustinsky, and the editor-in-chief of the publication, 
Denis Kamalyagin, who held solidarity pickets in support of Svetlana Prokopyeva. A warning was 
issued to Mr Kapustinsky, while the case against Mr Kamalyagin was dropped. 

In 17 out of the 26 cases fines were imposed by the courts. Seven fines of 10,000 roubles ($136,53), 
three fines of 3,000 roubles ($40,96) , two of 5,000 roubles ($68,26), two of 1,000 roubles ($13,65), 
and one fine each of 20,000 roubles ($273), 15,000 roubles ($204,80) and 8,000 roubles ($109,22) 
were imposed. 

 All available court decisions in this category were analysed.2
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For example, on 12 August the Tverskoy Court of Moscow fined Alexander Kostyukhin 15,000 
roubles ($204,80) for a solitary picket under Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF. 

The Oktyabrskiy District Court of St Petersburg, after the re-classifying their actions from Article 
20.2 to Article 20.6.1 of the CAO RF, found the activists detained on the day of the announcement 
of the verdict in the “Network” case guilty, and imposed fines ranging from 8,000 ($109,22) to 
10,000 roubles ($136,53). 

Thus, the average fine imposed on activists under the coronavirus article amounts to 7,900 roubles 
($107,86). 

Summary 

The increase in protest activity in Russia in the age of coronavirus has given rise to conceptually 
novel approaches to interpretation of protests and exertion of pressure on citizens. 

The current practice in Russia of using quarantine articles to replace or supplement Article 20.2 of 
the CAO RF in relation to such a safe form of expression of opinion as a solitary picket indicates 
that certain measures and restrictions have no relation to actually fighting the spread of coronavirus, 
but are instead aimed at cooling and neutralising peaceful civil protest, exerting mental and 
financial pressure on participants in solitary pickets. 

The restrictions introduced by the decrees of regional heads of constituent territories of the Russian 
Federation are unlawful, disproportionate and discriminatory. Such decrees should be abolished, 
and restrictions on the exercise of the right to freedom of assembly and expression should be lifted. 
The practice of drawing-up administrative offence reports under Articles 20.2 and/or 20.6.1 of the 
CAO RF for solitary pickets is contrary to the law and should be stopped. This perverse judicial 
practice, which recognises a solitary picket as a hidden form of a mass public event, must change, 
and debts for fines should be written off. 

Otherwise, solitary pickets can be considered a form of protest that has been outlawed by the police 
and courts. 

Anna BOCHILO 

candidate of legal sciences (PhD), 

lawyer at Apologiya Protesta 
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